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ABSTRACT
The commentary examines coronavirus memes circulating around
forms of generational conflict that have risen from experiences of
self-isolation. Employing participant-observation methods within
online spaces of meme circulation, the commentary analyzes the pol-
itical, social, and affective aspects of the memes considered. The
commentary offers insight into how we operationalize our social
media spaces in times of deep uncertainty in order collectively bring
differing experiences and perspectives into a contingent, shifting,
and affectively constituted public sphere.
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Introduction: This is fine…

You’ve seen it. The drawing of a large-eyed dog sitting at a table in a burning room
drinking a cup of coffee with a speech bubble that reads “this is fine.” The image has
been circulated countless times to comment on a variety of anxiety producing global
and local events. This includes one recently where the coffee mug is replaced by a pyra-
mid of toilet paper rolls; referencing how public panic around the coronavirus resulted
in a toilet paper shortage across parts of North America (Know Your Meme). The
meme, created in 2013 by KC Green, has become internet speak for when “a situation
becomes so terrible our brains refuse to grapple with its severity” (Plante, 2016). The
image reflects our shared existential dread while infusing unbearable situations with
dark humour; as such it a great image for the present moment (Figure 1).
Internet memes encapsulate “some of the most fundamental aspects of contemporary

digital culture” (Shifman, 2014, p. 4). By being readily shared, parodied, and remixed,
memes encourage forms of intertextuality; mixing together “popular culture, politics” to
“underscore the social dynamics” of our online and offline worlds (Shifman, 2014, p. 4).
Taking this seriously, I examine a series of internet memes that respond to the corona-
virus pandemic, considering how they mix popular culture and politics in order to
reflect some of the new lived realities and underlying tensions the pandemic has pro-
duced. In particular I examine memes commenting on the generational tensions arising
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from differing reactions to self-isolation. I suggest memes are used in times of uncer-
tainty to produce a shared perspective on our contingent, shifting, and affectively con-
stituted public sphere (Warner, 2002).

Theoretical review

As An Xiao Mina argues, “[i]t’s difficult to overstate the spread of memes in all corners
of life.” (2019, p. 6). If memes play an increasingly influential role in our social world
(Chen, 2012), then we need to treat them as a significant site of scholarly research
within this unprecedented moment of human experience. This certainly is the perspec-
tive of the US Library of Congress whose digital archivist team is extensively document-
ing media ephemera produced in response to the coronavirus, including memes
(Kurutz, 2020). Key here is how memes “spread across borders and territories to involve
much larger groups of people acting in solidarity than might previously have been pos-
sible” (Mina, 2019, p. 7). Their virality allows for “new perspectives and narratives” to
be shared amongst large groups of disparate but digitally connected populations (Mina,
2019, p. 12). As examples of ordinary or everyday technologies, what memes offer then
is a snapshot of “broader social values and systems that shape the human condition”
(Humphries, 2018, p. 6).
Drawing on Aimee Morrison’s (2019a) discussion of hashtags, I similarly single out

memes out for their ability to “assemble publics” which “are marked not just by their
humour but by their bent towards the colloquial, the vernacular, and the anecdotal”
(pp. 24–25). As such they fit into the focus of Lee Humphrey’s (2018) germinal work
on the everyday life of social media. Humphrey’s work frames my reading of memes as
forms of digital communication that are both connective and contextual (2018). We use
memes in our leisure time to connect on affective levels with others. What makes
memes viral is their relatability; they often focus on the everyday, the absurd, or some-
times, as in pandemic memes, the everyday absurd. In this way they are also contextual.
Our social media experiences are differently curated by algorithms that are individually
specific, as such we get very different sets of memes circulating on our feeds. One

Figure 1. This is fine.
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consequence is that memes produce ingroups and outgroups; you are either in on the
joke or you are not. This is useful for those situated within an ingroup as their experi-
ences are recognized and validated by a larger collective. However, it can highlight the
normative positions of such ingroups. With this framing of connectivity and context ,
my exploration of one set of memes that emerged during the COVID-19 pandemic
reveals how Generation X employed intertextual popular culture references to express
their frustrations against the neoliberal norms now being thrown into question by the
halt of the global economy.

Methods

As a research “netographer” (Kozinets et al., 2014), I analyze the socio-political and
affective aspects mems offer. Netnography, is the “cultural analysis of social media” that
collects data via “the researcher’s observation of and participation with people as they
socialize online in regular environments and activities” (Kozinets et al., 2014, pp.
262–263). My research on pandemic memes uses a mixed-media, qualitative, small data
approach (Morrison, 2019b) centered on a “reading practice [that] is embedded, con-
text-driven, and interpretive” in order to move extensively “across webs of connection,
in order discern emergent patterns from a diffuse set of instances” (2019b, p. 44).
Many prominent scholars advocate the need for small data approaches to digital

media and yet there is still a need to further develop analytic frames that do not rely on
randomization, scaling, and coding of big algorithmic data which largely overlook
everyday digital communicative acts (boyd and Crawford 2012). As a response, I attend
here to the everyday emotions (e.g., humour, irony, and anger) that memes capture and
how these articulate political positions through their circulation. I use observational
data that I have collected as participant of social media platforms where the analyzed
memes circulate. I collected screenshots between March 13 and April 15 2020 and
organized them into different groupings. I also tracked news stories related to pandemic
memes by typing “COVID-19 memes” into a search engine during the same period and
noted the meme-based themes emerging across a variety of news sites. While data
scrapping may be a common approach to collecting internet data, I agree with Kozinets,
Dolbec, and Early that “the temptation to “mine” large amounts of data can overshadow
real-time engagement with the cultural context” (2014, p. 267) In what follows I explore
memes tied to generational conflicts arising from the pandemic. These memes offer
insight into the cultural context of those identifying as Generation X (born between
1965 and 1980). This is also known as the “sandwich generation,” a cohort running
most industries at present, many of whom also actively care for either school-aged chil-
dren or aging parents, or sometimes both. This brief commentary is not an exhaustive
study of generations or their potentially competing positions; instead, it reads how the
figure of Gen X is being used rhetorically to voice larger socio-political concerns.

Memes of GenX asserting their pandemic politics

Between mid-March and early April 2020, a variety of news outlets (including NBC
News, Newsweek, Upworthy, and Distractify) posted stories about how it was
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Generation X’s moment to shine. This was prompted by a series of tweets trending on
March 15th outlining how GenX was uniquely qualified to weather out the pandemic as
it was the generation of latchkey kids growing up in the Reagan Era; a generation that
faced the terror of AIDS, the threat of nuclear war, and the War on Drugs. These tweets
reflected middle-aged children bemoaning their very different responses to the pan-
demic of both their boomer parents, and Millennials and Generation Z (who were prob-
lematically collapsed together). Gen Xers felt other generations did not seem to be
taking the self-isolation recommendations as seriously as they should (Figure 2).
These tensions were further expressed through a popular meme that places together

three separate images, each of which defines a different generation in relationship to
each other. In one, there is a picture of Xena warrior princess, with the word “Boomer”
in big white letters at the top. Next to it is a picture of the blonde woman from the
“woman yelling at cat” meme (a picture of Taylor Armstrong, from Real Housewives of
Beverly Hills season two, during a heated argument), with the word “Millennials” in big
white letters. Beneath is an image of either Karen from Will & Grace smugly holding a
martini or the Dude from The Big Lebowski smoking a joint in a bath, with the word
“Gen X” in even bigger white letters. There are variations on this that include Darth
Vader or Darth Maul as the boomers, Kylo Ren or Luke Skywalker as the millennials,
and Han Solo as Gen Xers; and yet another with Donald Trump as boomers, Mark
Zuckerberg for Millennials, and Wayne from Wayne’s World as Gen Xers. In each vari-
ation of this meme, intergenerational tensions are filtered through the lens of popular
culture. Clearly, these memes are made by people from Generation X as they use the
pop culture icons of their youth as the “heroes” in each grouping. It is Karen, the

Figure 2. Andi Ziesler tweet.
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Dude, Han Solo, and Wayne who are successfully addressing and negotiating the
stresses of the pandemic in “preferable” ways, while the images of the other generations
are portrayed in various states of rage, terror, and confrontation. All of these emotions
are reasonable reactions to the current moment, however the memes suggest that Gen
X is managing things the “right way.” I would argue there are rhetorical reasons for this
that have to do with broader political critiques often levelled at the other two genera-
tions (Figure 3a,b,c).
A second set of memes that express similar sentiments around the pandemic rely on

music and other movie references central to Gen Xers lived experience. This set of
memes is both accusatory of other generations and self-congratulating; employing
images from The Breakfast Club, Ferris Bueller’s Day Off, Twin Peaks, Reality Bites as
well as references to musical groups including The Cure, Devo, REM, and Nirvana
among others. These memes assert the cynical, defiant, anti-social, self-sufficient, and
insouciant nature of Gen Xers. Taken together these memes suggest that these traits
make Generation X better equipped to survive the current moment, and thus better
than boomers and Millennials and GenZ combined. Take for instance this image of
Sherilynn Fenn as Audrey Horne answering a telephone in a still from the original
Twin Peaks series. It is turned into a meme through the adding of the following words:
“It’s Kurt Cobain from 1991; he says we’re stupid and contagious” (Figure 4).

Figure 3. (a, b, c) Boomer, Millenial, Gen X.
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As one Tweet circulating this meme notes: “Kurt warned us and we took heed.
#GenX” (@upcuntrydegen, March 15, 2020). As a quick snapshot into pandemic memes
these offer clues into the affective and cultural sentiments of this particular generational
cohort. These memes reflect disdain as well as satisfaction that Gen Xers are finally
being recognized for their well-honed skills of self-reliance in the face of daunting cir-
cumstances. Of course, a similar argument can be made of Boomers earlier experiences
of social political unrest in the 1960s and 1970s, but memes may not be as central a
method of communication for them. Thus, Gen Xers are writing this particular script.
In the image above, it is the use of grunge-rock icon Kurt Cobain, and counter-cultural
text Twin Peaks that assert Gen X’s cultural superiority and call out other generation’s
actions as both “stupid and contagious.” This is a redirection of the original lyrics in
the anthem Smells Like Teen Spirit where Cobain actually describes himself.
Beyond name calling and posturing, what do these memes offer? Reviewing the

tweets, comments, and think pieces arising over this particular meme event, there is
more to it than an ironic in joke amongst a certain ingroup. The conversations sur-
rounding these memes continually reference sites of trauma from this group’s childhood
including for instance the AIDS crisis mentioned above. For many who lived through
the early days of the AIDS crisis, it is distressingly under-historicized in the present
moment. While the AIDS crisis certainly impacted queer communities to a greater
degree than the broader public, it was also a deeply troubling and politicizing turning
point for many youth, including those who did not identify as LGBTQþ at the time. As
such, conversations prompted by these present-day memes push those sharing them to
collectively recognize the points of history they are drawing on when approaching the
present. The fight against the AIDS epidemic was woefully underfunded by govern-
ments around the world and the cost was millions of lives that were already marginal-
ized by conservative and homophobic agendas. Part of the signal towards these
institutional failures now asserts perhaps more loudly than ever how much distrust Gen
Xers have toward democratic processes and seeks parallels with the deprioritizing of
lives over economies. Throughout their youth such processes failed and left us with
diminished social support systems that encourage even greater forms of inequity world-
wide. Alongside their early resistance to self-isolation measures both Boomers and late
Millenial/GenZ are depicted as supportive of neoliberalism and excessive work

Figure 4. Stupid and contagious.
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productivity. The bravado and glib frustrations of these memes reveal a critique of the
generations surrounding them.
Like the figures of the Dude, Han Solo, Karen and Wayne, Gen X considers them-

selves, whether accurate or not, as rebels who do not uphold the status quo. They cling
to an outlier status that largely rejects the self-branding and self-optimization required
by our present culture. This is of course not fully accurate; these memes only offer a
white, heteronormative vision of rebelliousness that themselves uphold an inequitable
dominant cultural position. Further, many within this generational cohort are as tied to
neoliberalism as other generations. Why then, would such memes go viral, prompting
think pieces and news stories? Memes are everyday acts of communication that articu-
late identities and political positions. As they circulate, garnering more and more likes
and re-shares, they set the tone for conversations and bring into words people’s affective
sentiments ; these in turn garner greater exposure and engagement. Memes allow for
the building of community discourse, which if it circulates enough across our daily

Figure 5. It’s ok to not be ok.
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social media feeds, becomes a part of our reality. Perhaps this set of slyly critical memes
at their core critique outmoded ideological values held fast by other generations.
Hopefully through their virality the can, over time, shift into a more productive political
discourse. At the very least they have started some important conversations.

Coda: memes as the anti-dote to pre-COVID neoliberal society

On March 16th I took a screen shot of the below image and made it my computer
home screen (Figure 5). As an academic mom I am keenly aware of how even in the
most equitable of households, women’s domestic and emotional labour greatly impacts
one’s work-life balance on a regular day (Rao, 2019; Slaughter, 2012), let alone during a
pandemic. Many people are now both home school support and IT support for our
children to the detriment of our research output (Flaherty, 2020). These imbalances
reflect how unreasonable the productivity expectations of neoliberal society and the
academy are for all involved (and not just parents). As someone sympathetic with (and
hailed by) the GenX position outlined above, I was highly critical of the social and
work expectations leading up to the pandemic. These expectations thrived on excess;
excess competitiveness, excess workhours, excess information to process and wade
through; excess burnout and mental health issues. The memes outlined above, as well as
those surrounding mental health support and parenting that were circulating at the
beginning of the pandemic all seem to call this excess out for what it is – the untenable
seeping of neoliberalism into all facets of daily life. Taken together, this collective articu-
lation of how broken our social and institutional systems are is heartening, a small sol-
ace in a difficult time. When we name systematic failing, we open up the discursive
possibility to imagine life otherwise (hooks, 2012). This includes memes that assert it is
okay to not “make the most” of the pandemic and eschew the impulse to be like
Einstein and Isaac Newton, who purportedly developed many great theories in quaran-
tine. Perhaps we should instead discuss all the unnamed labour(ers) that supported their
efforts? As this pandemic radically shifts our world, we need to resist a return to these
excesses and instead re-evaluate what matters to us as scholars and citizens. We need to
return to a vigorous and capacious public discourse that speaks to a more equitable
world based on collectivity and collaboration (Walcott, 2020). This may remind us our
value is more than productivity and individual genius. Memes, like op-eds, public dia-
logues, and special issues such as this, will keep prodding us in the right direction, my
hope is that we listen.
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